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Jeff: Hi. Here is my serious answer: It is a stupid red herring which
keeps courageous people busy discussing it ad nauseum so that they can
spare themselves the real burden of discussing the first-cause
prime-mover which created it; while it is simply the duct-tape for the
un-courageous Western hypocrites pretending to be intellectuals and
scholars; and merely the bull-horn for the Zionist. That pretty much
covers it. The latter two is your thesis - but in my vernacular. The
first one is my contribution. And that is the only heart of the
matter.
For almost every name that you have mentioned in your article,
including your own I might add, I remain un-aware that either you or
they have ever actually mentioned the word "Rothschild" in public.
So never mind attempting to forensically deconstruct how the House of
Rothschilds' infinite wealth acquired through the debt-trap of
international lending and currency issue for over 200 years, primarily
to wage wars by funding all sides of the conflicts, fuels its bastard
brainchild of Zionistan while its attendent vulgar bulldogs spanning
the gamut of power projections from AIPAC to "Anti-Semitism" merely
keep barking for the benefit of the goy and the odd judenrat.
I remain puzzled, for none of this is classified state-secret. Yet all
contend on variously commenting on the bulldogs, while Chomsky even
denies that AIPAC is any different from say an ordinary house poodle,
and no one comments on their owners. Do you think that is strange?
Care to examine that question in your next article?
Regards,
Zahir.

Jeff Gates <jeffgates2@gmail.com>
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To: "Project Humanbeingsfirst.org" <humanbeingsfirst@gmail.com>
Thanks. Great comment. Would you mind posting it on the Criminal State site. And, yes, I'll go at the issues
you raise in due course, including the Rothschild connection....
Jeff
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